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Movie

A recording of moving images that tells a story and 
that people watch on a screen or television : motion picture.



Scene

◦ A section of a motion picture in a single location and continuous time made up of a series of 
shots, which are each a set of contiguous frames from individual cameras from varying angles



Character



Action movies

◦ • Action movies are full of exciting scenes with a lot of movement and physical activity.

◦ • They often have a lot of fight scenes or chase scenes.



Comedy movies

◦ Comedy movies are meant to make you laugh and feel happy.

◦ • They often have funny characters, jokes, and humorous situations.

◦ • Classic comedy actors include Jim Carrey and Charlie Chaplin.



Drama movies

◦ • Drama movies are serious and emotional. They often focus on deep human feelings.

◦ • They can be about real-life situations and may make you cry or think deeply.

◦ • Famous drama movies include “The Separation”.



Adventure movies

◦ • Adventure movies are all about excitement, exploration, and taking risks.

◦ • They often involve treasure hunting, daring journeys, or quests.

◦ • Popular adventure films include "Indiana Jones" and "Pirates of the Caribbean."



Science Fiction (Sci-Fi) movies

◦ • Science fiction movies are about the future or things that don't exist yet, like aliens or

◦ advanced technology.

◦ • Famous sci-fi movies include "Star Wars".



Fantasy movies

◦ • Fantasy movies take us to magical worlds with mythical creatures and enchanting

◦ adventures.

◦ • They often involve wizards, dragons, or other magical beings.

◦ • Popular fantasy films include "The Lord of the Rings" and "Harry Potter."



Horror movies

◦ Horror movies are meant to scare and thrill us. They often have monsters, ghosts, or

◦ murderers.

◦ • Famous horror movies include "The Shining."



Animated/Animation movies

◦ • Animation movies use drawings, computer graphics, or stop-motion to tell a story.

◦ • They are not just for kids many adults enjoy animated films too.

◦ • Beloved animated movies include "Toy Story" and "Frozen



Musical movies

◦ Musical movies combine storytelling with song and dance.

◦ • Characters often express their emotions through music


